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	INDEPENDENT AD-FREE WORK

	
		Dear Visitors,

		
		This work is not sponsored by bankers, lawyers, gov agencies, ad agencies or fraudsters.



		Your gift, no matter the size, makes a real difference. Please consider contributing today to help continue work exposing fraud, corruption, coverups and harmful, defective and toxic products. Together, we can create a positive impact for improved health and well-being that lasts.



		If you can help, thank you for your generosity,

		Emily Patterson



		PROCESSED ON TRANSACTION PROVIDER SECURE SERVERS


		CashApp: $MissEmilyPatterson  /

		venmo: @MissEmilyPatterson



		PayPal: Log in or scroll to bottom of PayPal transaction page and click "Pay with Debit or Credit Card"
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On the to-write list in no particular order: The American Custom Gas Chamber, Exposing Levaquin Lies, The Obamas' Risperdal Scandal, ChemBrain, Toxic Talc Sterilization, Multiple Toxin-Induced Turbo-Cancer, The MOST Effective Depopulation Strategy, DuPont Kills Cops
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	Is Your Cleaning Company Poisoning You?

You might want to request the MSDS for all products used in you home...


	
	PFAS Pandemic

Reduce your risk of cancers and death by avoiding PFAS like the plague.


	
	Letter to Breast Cancer Doctors

My response to breast cancer celebration event.


	
	Obesity Is Chemical Bloat

Maybe instead of counting calories, we should be counting chemicals?


	
	Breast Cancer Causes to Avoid

Reduce YOUR risk by avoiding toxins that CAUSE breast cancer.


	
	How to Reduce Food Plastic Packaging
Easy ways to reduce your exposure to plastics in food packaging.


	
	RE: The ethical and environmental impact of investments.


	
	COVID, LONG COVID and THE VAXX

Providing everyone with immunity, except YOU ;o)

	
	Heart Damage Begins in the Womb

From womb to early grave, toxin exposure causes heart defects, inflammation and failure.


	
	Poisoned to Infertility

Birth rates collapsing globally. Gee, wonder why?


	
	Masks Provide Immunity for Microplastics Exposure

A mask does not protect YOU from anything, it protects THEM.
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How long until YOUR organs shut down?


	
	THE REALITY OF RECYCLING

A more accurate term would be REPOISONING


	
	Toxic Crops

How household poisons go from drain to plate.


	
	New Johnson & Johnson CEO Joaquin Duato

Representing 34 years of toxic consumer products and harmful drugs.


	
	The Truth About Tobacco

Does tobacco CAUSE harm to health or PREVENT it?


	
	Toxic Chems in Consumer Goods

The higher your exposure, the sooner you're dead.


	
	Poisoned Orcas Attacking and Sinking Boats

Plasticizers in ocean likely causing orca aggression.


	
	New-ish US FDA Commissioner Califf Pushed Xarelto

Out goes corrupt Hamburg/Woodcock. In comes corrupt Califf pushing vaxx, opioids and censoring.


	
	Why We Must Shut Down USA FDA

Healthcare orgs around the world rely on US FDA decisions. However, profit, rather than safety, seems to be primary motivation.


	
	Del Bigtree is a Hoax Spreading Fraudster

Fraud is wrongful or criminal deception and HOAX is trick into believing something preposterous.


	
	Revisiting Global Chem Poisoning Called Spanish Flu

All so-called viruses and pandemics are caused by chemical poisoning.


	
	Do Vaxxes Cause Autism Spectrum Disorders?

New information sheds more light on this highly controversial topic.


	
	Virus Vaxx Scam is Chem Poisoning Coverup

Generations of poisoning people globally, without any risk of liability ;o)


	
	United States Chemical Industry Poisoned Global Food Supply

How many of your loved ones did they kill?


	
	The Case of the Poisoned Chickens

Who poisoned the chickens? Gates? Biden? Schwab? Dow/DuPont ;o)


	
	The Life Cycle of a Chemtrail

Includes details of chemtrail chemical sources...


	
	The CAUSE of Gender Differentiation Defects
Are you all enjoying the #ChemicalGenderRainbow brought to us by $DOW DuPont $DD :o)


	
	Johnson and Toxin, Er, Johnson & Johnson. Hm, Think I Had it Right the First Time
Carcinogenic contaminants, carcinogens, allergens, potential neurological damage, bribery, class action lawsuits and recalls. Maybe it's time to stop giving Johnson and Johnson our money to pay their fines?













				


			


					
						
						THE MOST CENSORED WORK ONLINE!

						
	
						
						I started this in March of 2012. This work was censored since I started...

						

						I can't count the number of suspended twitter accounts. Then the shadowbanning. Now that twitter has changed to X, I have found that if I text a link to someone, they get a page stating that the account has been suspended, even though it is working for me.


						
						Links to my site cannot be shared on ANY social media platform. I cannot text links to my site to people I know - they just won't go through.



						I have run three censored sites. Each exposed harms by exposure to chemicals in common consumer goods. I let the other two go and continue this one. This type of information is banned.



						However, bullshit is available in abundance: virus, vaxx, "THEY'RE SPRAYING US", snake venom, aliens, bioweapon, spike protein, gain-of-function and so on. BUT NOT ONE PEEP of harms by exposure to chemicals proven to cause harms to health and early deaths is allowed.



						Censored out of social media, however, regular visitors to the JohnsonAndToxin site include these and many others...

						World Health Organization

United States Food and Drug Administration

United States Centers for Disease Control

United States Health and Human Services

United States Senate

United States Department of Justice

United States Federal Reserve Board

JPMorgan Chase

Bank of America

Wells Fargo

CitiGroup

Vanguard

BlackRock

Deutsche Bank

FOX

SalesForce

						





Welcome to JohnsonAndToxin


*I put part of the site back up for the weekend starting Friday, March 1st, 2024. If any support comes in, will leave it up longer.*


Started in March of 2012, site contains over a decade of research exposing harm by drugs, devices and consumer goods and the fraud, lies and corruption that allows harmful products to reach, and harm, trusting consumers.

Site accessed :
Today: 778
2023: 291,831
Total: 10,177,016
 times.

 



Welcome to Johnson And Toxin, a powerful archive of 12 years dedicated to unveiling the stark realities within the chemical and pharmaceutical industries. Here, I unravel a distressing narrative of fraud, corruption and insidious cover-ups, where the very products claimed to enhance our lives have instead posed grave threats. Equally disheartening is the complicit silence of government agencies, turning a blind eye to these egregious harms.



My mission is clear: to unmask the truth, to hold those responsible accountable, and to empower you, the informed citizen, to demand change. Join in this relentless pursuit of justice, as we expose a system that prioritizes profits over people and safety. Working together, we can forge a path towards a safer, more transparent future.



Together, we can make a difference and hold those responsible accountable for actions that have harmed us all, physically and financially.



Year after year, product after product, lie after lie. Lawuits pouring in from around the world. The harm caused by numerous products marketed by Johnson & Johnson alone represent a global consumer health crisis. However, I find it odd that the value of Johnson & Johnson stock continues to skyrocket with floods of lawsuits pouring in from around the world. How is it that their stock value has gone from around $60 a share when I started (March of 2012) to over $160 a share today?



How is that even possible, unless something else is going on?



Exposes massive corruption in government, including the HELP Committee, FDA, shareholders and more. The entire list of content is located here: 
LINK>>>
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	Johnson and Toxin, Er, Johnson & Johnson. Hm, Think I Had it Right the First Time
Carcinogenic contaminants, carcinogens, allergens, potential neurological damage, bribery, class action lawsuits and recalls. Maybe it's time to stop giving Johnson and Johnson our money to pay their fines?














 

					PARTIAL LIST OF LAWSUITS AGAINST JOHNSON & JOHNSON AND SUBSIDIARIES

	
Johnson & Johnson Janssen Risperdal lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson hernia mesh lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson vaginal mesh lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson metal-on-metal hips lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson talc-based products lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Xarelto death lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Invokana ketoacidosis and flesh eating crotch rot...
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson deadly, disabling Levaquin lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Procrit heart attack lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Stelera cancer lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Morcellators uterine cancer lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Tylenol death and liver failure lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Defective diabetes device lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Defective heart stent lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Death and disability spine disc lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Deadly bone cement lawsuits "Pigs injected with the cement died within minutes"
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Deadly, disabling opioid lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Defective knee lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Defective elbow lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Deadly defective surgical tool lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson Topamax birth defect and suicide lawsuits
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson also convinced mothers to poison themselves and their own babies with talc
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson also convinced mothers to poison themselves and their own babies  with #shampoo
LINK>>>



Johnson & Johnson also convinced mothers to poison themselves and their own babies  with even their iCONic fragrance...
LINK>>>



At what point will you not only remove $JNJ from the $DOW, but also get this garbage off the market and provide restitution to the victims? 
LINK>>>






 






BEFORE CHOOSING ANY HEALTHCARE PRODUCT, LOOK UP THE NAME AND MANUFACTURER IN ANY SEARCH ENGINE, ACCOMPANIED BY THE KEY WORD: LAWSUITS ;o)

You might find you want to look into alternative products or strategies for control of your health issue :o)
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Fentanyl Included In Execution Cocktail


Alone or in combination, Johnson & Johnson fentanyl is a great killer drug.





Johnson & Johnson Begs US FDA to Expand Xarelto Slaughter


After killing around 2,000 people in the United States in 2016 alone, Johnson & Johnson wants to spread the deaths even more!







Johnson & Johnson Tylenol Massacre


From dead babies to killer liver damage to autism to dementia, harmful effects of Tylenol creates a massive flood of permanently injured and sometimes dead, victims.







History of Johnson & Johnson Janssen Fentanyl


Hmm, looks like Johnson & Johnson is profiting from BOTH sides of opioid addiction crisis ;o)







Johnson and Johnson Janssen Xarelto Slaughter


Overstating benefits, downplaying (or not disclosing) risks. Xarelto by Johnson and Johnson Janssen killing people left and right. Lovely, eh?







Death by Johnson and Johnson Levaquin (levofloxacin) Anti-Biotic


Levaquin (levofloxacin) is an anti-biotic used for common infections that comes with a higher risk of death and permanent disabling injuries than from the infection itself.





Ingredients to avoid: Methylisothiazolinone and Methylchloroisothiazolinone


Two more ingredients to keep an eye on. Emerging data suggests this one may be a dermal irritant, associated with eczema and a possible neurotoxin.
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Is Your Cleaning Company Poisoning You?
You might want to request the MSDS for all products used in you home...




PFAS Pandemic
Reduce your risk of cancers and death by avoiding PFAS like the plague.




Letter to Breast Cancer Doctors
My response to breast cancer celebration event.




Obesity Is Chemical Bloat
Maybe instead of counting calories, we should be counting chemicals?




Breast Cancer Causes to Avoid
Reduce YOUR risk by avoiding toxins that CAUSE breast cancer.




How to Reduce Plastic Food Packaging
Easy ways to avoid plastics in food packaging.




COVID, LONG COVID and THE VAXX
Providing everyone with immunity, except YOU ;o)




Heart Damage Begins in the Womb
From womb to early grave, toxin exposure causes heart defects and failure.




Poisoned to Infertility
Birth rates collapsing globally. Gee, wonder why?




Masks Provide Immunity for Microplastics Exposure
A mask does not protect YOU from anything, it protects THEM.




Plugged With Plastics
How long until YOUR organs shut down?




THE REALITY OF RECYCLING
A more accurate term would be REPOISONING




Toxic Crops
How household poisons go from drain to plate.




New Johnson & Johnson CEO Joaquin Duato
Representing 30 years of toxic consumer products and harmful drugs.




The Truth About Tobacco
Does tobacco CAUSE harm to health or PREVENT it?




Toxic Chems in Consumer Goods
The higher your exposure, the sooner you're dead.




Poisoned Orcas Attacking and Sinking Boats
Plasticizers in ocean likely causing orca aggression.




Del Bigtree is a Hoax Spreading Fraudster
Fraud is wrongful or criminal deception and HOAX is trick into believing something preposterous.




Revisiting Global Chem Poisoning Called Spanish Flu
All so-called viruses and pandemics are caused by chemical poisoning.




Do Vaxxes Cause Autism Spectrum Disorders?
New information sheds more light on this highly controversial topic.




Virus Vaxx Scam is Chem Poisoning Coverup
Generations of poisoning people globally, without any risk of liability ;o)




United States Chemical Industry Poisoned Global Food Supply
How many of your loved ones did they kill?




The Case of the Poisoned Chickens
Who poisoned the chickens? Gates? Biden? Schwab? Dow/DuPont ;o)




The Myth of Viral Contagion
Virus-based therapies PROVE that viral contagion is a myth.




Life Cycle of a Chemtrail
Includes details of chemtrail chemical sources...




The CAUSE of Gender Differentiation Defects
The #ChemicalGenderRainbow brought to us by $DOW DuPont $DD :o)




Putin Evicting DuPont From Ukraine
DuPont starting WWIII by refusing to leave.




Janet Woodcock for FDA Commissioner? Uh, NO.
She'll approve anything, even if it will kill you ;o)




Attention-Getting Activist Activities
Social media censoring. The brain-dead stares of our families and friends. How might we reach more like-minded people in our own communities?




Potential Consequences of Vaxx Refusal 
The consequences of vaxx refusal are many and growing. Loss of employment, right to travel to loss of even Second Ammendment Rights. This Boogeyman Bug 'B' movie just keeps getting better...




COVID Vaxx is Biometric Certification of Valid IDentification
The COVID vaccine is an injected identification system, not a vaccine to prevent some strange deadly virus with a 98.998 percent survival rate.




UnMasking the Motivation for Mandating Masks 
Facemasks are marketing props to reinforce fear between infomercials, aka 'news', and cause immune response, aka 'sickness', to increase positive PCR tests. Basically, a mask is a pharma sales prop that literally makes you sick.




How COVID1984 PharmaCONomy is Draining the Swamp
Detailed explanation of how massive business closures, massive job losses, massive borrowing and riots during the COVID1984 Scamdemic is producing incredible stock market gains.




Social Media Influencer Interpersonal Communications Tips
Learn how to deal with antagonistic AI bots and compensated social media marketing bullies effectively, without getting your account temporarily or permanently suspended.




Trump Pharma Vaxx Love is Making Me Nervous
Trump is tossing money to all his pharma buddies at Johnson & Johnson, pfizer, and GAVI for the development of a COVID-19 vaccine. Who got how much and when? Also, some other very interesting info about how this artificially inflates stock market.




One Half of COVID19 Positives are False Positives
They want to door-to-door and test, quarantine all who test positive, remove children from the home and put them in state care, when around half of those who test positive are NEGATIVE.




Trump Gates COVID Committee
Trump chose corrupt data manipulators, pharma board members, pharma lobbyist and lawyer with connections to Bill Gates to staff his COVID Committee.




Trump Gates COVID Committee Member Anthony Fauci
United States National Institute of Allergies and Infectious Diseases Director is Anthony Fauci. He engages in many meetings with Bill Gates, has numerous vaccine related patents and conducted tests of injecting healthy people with known toxic chemotherapy drugs to prevent HIV.




Trump Gates COVID Committee Member Alex Azar
The current Secretary of United States unHealthy and inHumane disServices is Alex Azar. He was a professional pharma lobbyist, president of Eli Lilly US division from 2007 to 2017 and is also a lawyer. Bill Gates is a regular attendee of US HHS meetings.




Trump Gates COVID Committee Member Deborah Birx
United States Global AIDS Coordinator & Global Health Diplomacy Representative is Deborah Birx. She worked with Robert Redfield on the corrupted HIV/AIDS vaccine fiasco. She is on the board at The Global Fund, a Bill and Melinda Gates financed organization.




Trump Gates COVID Committee Member Robert Redfield
The current Director of the United States Centers for Disease Creation, I mean control, is Robert Redfield. He was investigated by the Army for manipulating AIDS research data, co-founded the Institute of Human Virology which is heavily funded by Bill and Melinda Gates, and  is known best for scientific fraud and misconduct.




Exposing the COVID19 Great Global Scamdemic
I started pushing #FilmYourHospital on twitter a few weeks ago. People were going out and doing short videos of their local hospitals. What we found was the largest global hoax you could ever imagine.




Is COVID19 a Joint Vaxx Venture by pfizer, BioNTech and US Gov

Utilizing innovative mRNA technology, welcome to the next phase of pharma profitable health destruction, spreading spiffy new diseases via injection such as COVID19.




Is Novel Corona Virus Reservoir BioWar Syringe or Bat Soup?

It seems the evidence continues to show that the novel corona virus is likely a bio weapon, not a bat soup infection.




Get Prepared for In-School Vaxx Clinics
Exemptions removed, parental consent removed, funding in place. Get ready for vaxx clinics set up conveniently in your local schools ;o)




Will US CDC Weaponize American Children?
Which will win to ensure all are injected? Mandatory vaccination, fear or a combination of both?




Ebola Revisited as Vaccine Testing Begins in Cincinnati
Ebola vaccine testing has begun in Cincinnati. Study participants are NOT quarantined. Can study participants spread vaccine strain Ebola? Let's hope not ;o)




FDA Approves Johnson & Johnson Janssen Spravato, HORSE TRANQUILIZER, for Depression
Failed to meet minimal FDA requirements, increased suicides, massively expensive, yet corrupt FDA approved this new JNJ garbage anyway. Imagine that...




Representative Adam Schiff, FDA Gottlieb and TD O'Connell in Ireland Scream for Medical Censoring
Alternative health information online will be a thing of the past if Trump's pick for FDA Chief has his way.




Phthalates in Johnson & Johnson Children's Products Used to CAUSE Asthma
Should Johnson & Johnson have included a chemical used to cause asthma in HUMAN lung tissue to develop treatments for asthma IN THEIR BABY PRODUCTS to increase profit from asthma and asthma-related illnesses?




Why We MUST Get Pharma OFF the DOW
The wealth of the United States should not be calculated by destroying the health of everyone on the planet - it's not sustainable.




Fentanyl Included In Execution Cocktail
Alone or in combination, Johnson & Johnson fentanyl is a great killer drug.




Johnson & Johnson Gets Dusted Again With $4.7 BILLION Loss Over Talc
Yet another jury has decided Johnson & Johnson was aware of the increased health risks associated with the use of their talc-based powders.




Johnson & Johnson First Quarter 2018 Lawsuit Count Update
Who would be stupid enough to trust a healthcare company facing over 116,000 lawsuits with care of their health? LOL!




Hey tRump: Mandatory Vaccination Based On Bullshit ;o)
It sure would be nice if you'd wiggle your pen on an Executive Order ending mandatory vaccination throughout the United States. Thank you ;o)




Murdered founders of Apotex, Barry and Honey Sherman, Likely Researching Xarelto on JohnsonAndToxin Site
Coincidences between visits from a Toronto, Ontario, Canada IP address and Barry and Honey's deaths, lead me to believe they visited the site between August 12, 2017 and December 8, 2017.




Johnson & Johnson Shareholders Mount FRIVOLOUS Lawsuit Against $JNJ
Shareholders join consumer attack against Johnson & Johnson for failure to disclose risks associated with the use of talc-based products. Wait, how can they sue a company for the way they do business?




Pharma Company Facing Over 108,000 Lawsuits Awarded $300 Million in Defense Department Contracts
Nothing like the best for United States Veterens, eh?




Johnson & Johnson Adds Another Two Thousand Lawsuits in Third Quarter 2017
Lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson continue to spiral out of control - breaking over 108,000 in third quarter 2017, with numerous unmentioned products also racking up an untold number of lawsuits not mentioned in 2017 10-Q.




15 Steps to Solve Healthcare Crisis
How about this for a rough outline of a strategy to dramatically reduce healthcare costs?




ACA the Affordable CORRUPTION Act
The only purpose of the ACA/ObamaCare was to force everyone to pay legal fees and victim settlements and care from harm by Johnson & Johnson.




Johnson & Johnson Begs US FDA to Expand Xarelto Slaughter
After killing around 2,000 people in the United States in 2016 alone, Johnson & Johnson wants to spread the deaths even more!




Johnson & Johnson Facing Over $100 BILLION in Lawsuit Debt
With a flood of lawsuits pouring in from around the world, Johnson & Johnson is facing at least $100 BILLION lawsuit debt.




The Johnson & Johnson Drugged Kids Pension Plan
Teacher and state retirement funds invest in Johnson & Johnson, the DRUGGED KIDS PENSION PLAN




Johnson & Johnson Lost $417 Million on Talc, But Who REALLY Gets the Money?
Quite a bit of the money goes directly back to, you guessed it, Johnson & Johnson!




Second Quarter 2017 Lawsuits Against Johnson & Johnson Stable, BUT NOT All-Inclusive
Lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson in United States holding at 106,600! DOES NOT INCLUDE ALL PRODUCTS FACING LAWSUITS OR LAWUITS FILED OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES!




Johnson & Johnson Tylenol Massacre
From dead babies to killer liver damage to autism to dementia, harmful effects of Tylenol creates a massive flood of permanently injured and sometimes dead, victims.




First Quarter 2017 Lawsuits Against Johnson & Johnson Continue to Increase!
Growing every quarter, lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson in United States alone are now well over 106,600! DOES NOT INCLUDE ALL PRODUCTS FACING LAWSUITS OR LAWUITS FILED OUTSIDE THE UNITED STATES!




2017 Johnson & Johnson US Lawsuit Update: Jump from 76,400 to 104,700
Yet another year of a dramatic increase in lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson and subsidiaries in a lot of countries over a variety of products, and don't include many products with legal action pending.




Why President Trump Should Shut Down US FDA
Healthcare organizations around the world depend on US FDA decisions, however, profit, rather than safety, seems to be the primary motivation.




The Fastest Growing Segment of Johnson & Johnson Is...
Growing over 29% in 2016, this is definitely the fastest growing segment of Johnson & Johnson!




History of Johnson & Johnson Janssen Fentanyl
Hmm, looks like Johnson & Johnson is profiting from BOTH sides of opioid addiction crisis ;o)




Third Quarter 2016 Lawsuits Against Johnson & Johnson Still Exploding! Now 99,000!
Growing every quarter, lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson in United States alone are now well over 90,700.




The Difference Between Guinea Pig and Cash Cow
People keep saying pharma is using us as 'guinea pigs'. Uh, not quite. Take a minute to learn the difference between a 'guinea pig' and a 'cash cow'.




Judge Limits Ability for Johnson & Johnson Mesh Victims to Sue
Claiming some mesh victims are filing 'frivolous' lawsuits, a judge decided ALL mesh victims do not receive justice.




Wealthy Most at Risk for Harm by Johnson & Johnson and Subsidiary Products
If you make over $100,000 a year, you are far more likely than lower incomes to become a victim of a Johnson & Johnson and/or subsidiary product.




Johnson & Johnson Victims at Risk of RE-Victimization
If you are currently a victim of a known harmful Johnson & Johnson subsidiary product and have high medical needs due to your injuries, you are at increased risk of becoming a victim of another known harmful Johnson & Johnson subsidiary product.




Second Quarter 2016 Lawsuits Against Johnson & Johnson Leap Again From 82,200 to 90,700
Growing every quarter, lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson in United States alone are now well over 90,700.




Johnson & Johnson Animas Defective Diabetes Devices
Gosh and golly gee willikers, yet another Johnson & Johnson subsidiary, Animas, totally sucks, eh?




Johnson & Johnson Ethicrap, I Mean EthiCON, More JNJ JUNK
As I've mentioned, Johnson & Johnson has so many bad products I have to put a bunch in each article now to try to keep up. Now for EthiCON crap.




Johnson & Johnson Janssen Xarelto Slaughter
Overstating benefits, downplaying (or not disclosing) risks. Xarelto by Johnson and Johnson Janssen killing people left and right. Lovely, eh?




This Convinced THREE Juries That Johnson & Johnson Talc Increases Ovarian Cancer
One very simple fact convinced THREE juries that Johnson & Johnson talc increases risk of developing ovarian cancer.




First Quarter 2016 Lawsuits Against Johnson & Johnson Leap Again From 76,400 to 82,200
Growing every quarter, lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson in United States alone are now well over 82,200.




Johnson & Johnson Lost Talc Powder Lawsuits TWICE and Offered to BRIBE Victim
Although Johnson & Johnson marketing managers are sticking with the same mantra, talc is safe, Johnson & Johnson has already LOST three lawsuits against them for ovarian cancer caused by their talc powder.




Johnson & Johnson Lost THIRD Talc Ovarian Cancer Lawsuit
Although Johnson & Johnson marketing managers are sticking with the same mantra, talc is safe, Johnson & Johnson has already LOST THREE lawsuits against them for ovarian cancer caused by their talc powder.




2016 Johnson & Johnson US Lawsuit Update: Jump from 56,500 to 76,400
Yet another year of a dramatic increase in lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson and subsidiaries in a lot of countries over a variety of products, and don't include many products with legal action pending.




2016 Consumer Letter to Johnson &s Johnson Shareholders
Here we go with another Johnson and Johnson Annual Bullshitting of the Shareholders. I have a list of questions shareholders should consider asking Johnson & Johnson executives. (Post-meeting comments added.).




New United States Food and Drug Commissioner Dr. Robert Califf Responsible for KILLER Xarelto
As another likely corrupt FDA Commissioner, Dr. Margaret Hamburg, leaves, another likely corrupt FDA Commissioner, Dr. Robert Califf, appointed. Oh joy.




Up Next: Johnson & Johnson Baby Powder Talc Ovarian Cancer Lawsuits
After the goverment of India discovered Johnson & Johnson was using a banned method of sterlizating talc because it leaves a residue known to increase risk of ovarian cancer, women in US start the next round of US lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson: Baby Powder




Why US Senate HELP Committee MUST SHUT DOWN Johnson & Johnson
As yet another FDA director is exposed for massive corruption, helping hide risks of JNJ killer drug Levaquin, it's time to shut down and re-evaluate ALL JNJ products for safety.




Asthma Rates Reduce After Toxic Chems Removed from Baby Products
Twenty years of activism truly paying off. With known harmful ingredients removed from Johnson & Johnson baby 'care' products, childhood asthma rates starting to decline.




The REAL Reason for High Healthcare Product Prices
US Senators claim they are investigating the reason for such outrageous drug prices. Uh, gee, not so hard to figure out...




Michelle Obama and the Johnson & Johnson CEO Gorsky $5 Billion Risperdal, Omnicare, Medicaid Scandal
Hey-uh, when Johnson & Johnson Janssen was illegally funneling money out of Medicaid through Omnicare for Risperdal - Uh, Michelle was HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATOR in Chicago, where original case broke.




How Johnson & Johnson is Screwing Their Institutional Shareholders ;o)
Multiply number of shares by $3. Subtract 50% of foreclosure losses, 60% of bankruptcies, percentage of loan defaults due to injuries caused by a Johnson & Johnson or subsidiary product. Hm. Probably looks like Johnson & Johnson crappy products are costing your financial instituation a LOT of money ;o)




United States Senate HELPless Committee
The US Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and Pensions is supposed to be looking out for best interest of voters, but seems to be taking cash from BOTH sides and protecting corruption at Johnson & Johnson and Obama administration.




Johnson & Johnson Risperdal US Black Box DEATH Warning for Elderly Dementia NOT Applied in Australia
Q to Alex Gorsky, Chairman/CEO of Johnson & Johnson, would you give your USA banned drug Risperdal to your father, if he had dementia?




2015 Johnson & Johnson US Lawsuit Update: Jump from 48,500 to 56,500
Yet another year of a dramatic increase in lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson and subsidiaries over a variety of products.




Johnson & Johnson Plans to Expand Healthcare Cost Crisis and Product Liability in Asia
Asians will soon get to experience a deeper entrenchment of known harmful JNJ products, and Gorsky's crazy healthcare cost control strategy.




List of Notable Visitors to the JohnsonAndToxin Site
Colleges and universities around the world, financial managers, government agencies, law firms and other interesting visitors to the Johnson and Toxin site ;o)




Honoring Request to Say Something Nice About Johnson & Johnson
Three people requested that I be 'fair' and say something good about Johnson & Johnson. Okay, there is something I'd like to congratulate them on for a Job Very Well Done :o)




Death by Johnson & Johnson Levaquin (levofloxacin) Anti-Biotic
Levaquin (levofloxacin) is an anti-biotic used for common infections that comes with a higher risk of death and permanent disabling injuries than from the infection itself.




Johnson & Johnson Financial BS Officer, I mean Vice Prez of Finance and Chief Financial Officer, Dominic Caruso
Our buddy Dom's career includes highlights such as 30% physician kickback for prescribing Remicade, allowing McNeil fall into filth and rubble to be shut down by FDA, massive recalls due to his obvious inability to manage a business.




Governments Throw Taxpayer Money at Johnson & Johnson for Ebola Development WHY? JNJ has $30 billion in cash assets!
Here we go again - more of our tax dollars thrown at a company that is already ripping us off.




Yet Again, Johnson & Johnson Uses Deceptive Marketing to Increase Sales
Would Johnson & Johnson be able to make any money without lying, falsifying or misleading consumers about the size, safety and effectiveness of their products?




A Strong Argument Against Johnson & Johnson Control of Vaping or E-Cigs
Known harmful, misrepresented drugs. Known harmful, misrepresented devices. Known toxic ingredients in baby products. Do NOT let Johnson & Johnson get control of vaping or e-cigs.




Michelle Obama and the University of Chicago Medical Center
Corruption of our healthcare system doesn't stop at Weldon, Gorsky or even Barack Obama. Check out what was going on at the University of Chicago Medical Center while Michelle was there - making a million dollars...




Who REALLY Pays for Drug Development? US TAXPAYERS - $21 BILLION for fiscal year 2014
Johnson & Johnson CEO Gorsky claims that high drug costs are due to high costs of drug development. Uh, but TAXPAYERS pay for drug development by funding grants for the National Institutes of Health.




United States IS Owner of Ebola Virus, Will Africa Sue?
Should the United States Government, the owners of the patented Ebola Virus, be held accountable for the spread of their disease?




Obama Implements Johnson & Johnson CEO Gorsky Healthcare Cost Control Strategy
Check out this clip of Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky discussing his vision for controlling healthcare costs.




EBOLA: Is global threat result of unethical illegal drug trials
Follow history in the making as another illegal drug trial goes catastrophically wrong. Ebola is the ULTIMATE price of corruption and lack of ethics in our global healthcare system.




Immunization Testing, Ebola and Oil, Gas, Diamonds, Titanium, Iron and Gold
How are they all connected? Corruption and greed.




Can We Finally Get Rid of Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky?
Before he causes more harm to the people of the world and causes more damage to the reputation of Johnson & Johnson?




Johnson & Johnson Global Lawsuit Update: 48,500 and Skyrocketing
Take a look at the cost of more than 48 thousand US lawsuits pending against Johnson & Johnson.




Johnson & Johnson Xarelto, False Marketing, Lawsuits and FDA Says THREE TIMES, 
Psst, Xarelto is less effective, more expensive, with worse risk of deadly side effects, and an attempt to save the lives risked by blood clots in Johnson & Johnson Cordis Cypher heart stents.




Johnson & Johnson Dumping Gorsky's Cordis Stolen Stent Laden with FDA Warnings, Recalls and Lawsuits
Here we go again - another Gorsky project with false and misleading marketing that downplays risks. Gee, imagine that :o)




What's the Obama Connection with Johnson and Johnson?
There seems to be a very long history of connections between the Obama's and Johnson & Johnson CEOs.




Arkansas AG Requests Johnson & Johnson Pay $1.2 Billion
Arkansas Attorney General Dustin McDaniel requested a rehearing after Johnson & Johnson got Arkansas Supreme Court to toss Johnson & Johnson $1.2 billion for Risperdal Omincare scandal.




2014 Johnson & Johnson Shareholder Letter
Help end out of control corruption in the healthcare industry which allows harmful products to reach consumers, driving up healthcare costs and harming hundreds of thousands of people. Are you or a loved one their next victim?




Will JNJ Sell-Off of KY and Ortho Diagnostics Cover Global TVTMesh Lawsuits? Probably NOT.
In March of 2014 Johnson & Johnson announced sale of K-Y to European Reckitt Benckiser for undisclosed amount - a loss of $100 m in annual sales. In April of 2014 Johnson & Johnson announced sale of Ortho Diagnostics to Carlyle for $4 billion - a loss of $2 B in annual sales.




Johnson & Johnson Corruption-Based Health IT: Garbage In = Garbage Out
An Information Technology application is only as good as the data it receives. If the data is corrupt, for example: missing or deleted to prevent liability, the system simply becomes garbage in / garbage out. Not exactly in the best interest of our health, now is it?




Corruption Making Johnson & Johnson Products a Game of HealthCare Roulette
Bad hips. Bad mesh. Bad butt staplers. Bad drugs. All were known to have above acceptible risks. All were sold anyway through a corrupt system. Harming and sometimes killing their victims.




Judges Ignore Jury, Giving Johnson & Johnson Thumbs Up to Harm Children and Elderly and Steal from Medicaid
If Johnson & Johnson doesn't have to pay back Medicaid for the money they stole through Omnicare as requested by a JURY, who gets stuck with the bill for the victims and pay back the Medicaid system? US Taxpayers!




Johnson & Johnson Destroys Thousands of Files Related to Vaginal Mesh
A federal judge has determined that Johnson & Johnson lost or destroyed thousands of key documents related to their vaginal mesh products.




Erin Brockovich Joins Battle Against Johnson & Johnson for TVT Mesh
Johnson & Johnson faces a huge challenge with Erin Brockovich leading the women of Australia in the battle for restitution from harm caused by TVTMesh.




Johnson & Johnson Dominic Caruso: SAVE MONEY! FIRE GORSKY!
Johnson & Johnson Dominic Caruso stated that J&J will again restructure and cut jobs to save money. How about firing the CEO, Alex Gorsky, the BIGGEST financial drain on J&J!




Consumer Activist VICTORY Over Johnson & Johnson - KNOWN Carcinogens Removed From Baby Products
After more than 20 years of trying, consumer activists were finally able to convince Johnson & Johnson to remove KNOWN carcinogens from their products.




$JNJ 'Growth' Based on Corruption, Toxic Products, Harmful Devices and Pharma Fraud
Stock market analysts claim JNJ growth - um, but it's only an illusion based on corruption, toxic products, harmful devices and fraudulently marketed drugs.




Letter to J P Morgan Michael Weinstein RE: $JNJ 3rd quarter 2013 Conference Call
"Since Orsinger and Caruso danced around issues of price competition and lack of consumer sales growth and basically said nothing, I figured I'd give him a real answer.




Letter to CitiCorp Matthew Dodds RE: $JNJ 3rd quarter 2013 Conference Call
Since Orsinger danced around issues causing delays in completion of Synthes acquisition and basically said nothing, I figured I'd give him a real answer.




JNJ Cash Cache Can't Cover Corruption Costs
Lawsuits, payoffs, I mean settlements, tons more coming in from all over the world. JNJ in over their heads? Yep.




Letter to President Barack Obama
Since nothing else seems to work to get Johnson & Johnson to get the carcinogens out of our products, how about a letter to the President? I sent it on, October 10, 2013.




Johnson & Johnson Pelvic Mesh Lawsuits Go Global
J&J started using a mesh product for organ prolapse, such as bladder and uterous. However, the consequences of this option increases risks of harm to other internal organs.




How WalMart Ban on Toxic Ingredients Affects Johnson & Johnson
Those of us that can see the future see that a WalMart ban on products that contain known carcinogens, known asthmagens and other harmful ingredients can see that it will ban many, if not most, of current Johnson & Johnson products.




Berkshire, Trojan, Insiders and Other Funds Reduce/Drop Johnson & Johnson $JNJ Stock
JNJ Stock - there's a whole lot of bailing going on, and I'm not talking hay ;o)




First Insiders, Then Berkshire, Now Trojan Drop Johnson & Johnson $JNJ Stock
Looks like financial trouble in corruption paradise ;o)




Pharmaceutical Companies Fighting Data Disclosure
The pharmaceutical industry wants to continue to hide data showing harm from their products and is fighting to prevent full-disclosure of ALL data from ALL studies.




The Government of India Upholds Johnson & Johnson Cosmetic Product Ban
I personally would like to thank the government of India for upholding the ban of Johnson &  Johnson products after being caught using a banned process to sterilize baby powder. The process leaves a carcinogenic residue in the finished product.




Johnson & Johnson Janssen Xarelto Marketed In Violation of FDA Regulations
Here we go again - another drug with false and misleading marketing that downplays risks. Gee, another set of lawsuits waiting to happen :o)




Insiders and Berkshire Dump Johnson & Johnson JNJ Stock
Insider trading shows JNJ management selling and no buying for years and Berkshire dumped  all of JNJ stock. Gee, wonder why? Maybe corruption, lawsuits, recalls and toxic products? Nah...




Johnson & Johnson $4 Billion for DePuy Hip Harm in U.S., With Lawsuits in at Least 4 More Countries
The DePuy subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson is dealing with the recall of 93,000 metal on metal hips for high failure rate and metal blood poisoning. JNJ knew about problems and kept selling the hips.




Johnson and Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky LIED to a Disabled Victim of Levaquin at the 2013 Shareholder's Meeting
After the 2013 Shareholder meeting, Alex Gorsky promised John Fratti, disabled 7 long years ago by Johnson & Johnson subsidiary drug Levaquin, he would be contacted regarding 'squaring up'.




Johnson & Johnson Defense Against $1.2 Billion Arkansas Risperdal: We Have a Constitutional Right to Lie
Johnson & Johnson claims that charges of false and deceptive advertising, well, telling lies to doctors and patients about the safety and effectiveness of their products is covered under Freedom of Speech. Oh, really?




Johnson & Johnson Recalls Around the World Continue into 2013
Johnson & Johnson has been suffering through massive recalls since 2009. Maybe they should figure out some sort of quality control to PREVENT recalls and risks to consumers?




Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky and the $5+ Billion Risperdal Medicaid Scandal
Check out the unbelievable price tag for stealing from Medicaid through Omnicare for prescriptions that harmed the victims of corruption, all costs passed on to taxpayers!




 Johnson & Johnson Consumer Sales Suffer Even More With Products Suspended in South Korea and India
JNJ Consumer Sales will continue to drop with hefty penalties in South Korea for Children's Tylenol recall and India for carcinogen in baby powder.




DePuy ASR Hips Dropped by Johnson & Johnson Due to Lack of Sales, Not Lack of Safety, WTF?
J&J decided to discontinue recalled hips, not because of undisclosed high failure rate and metal blood and organ poisoning, but because of low sales.




Johnson & Johnson Consumer Sales Continue to Drop, 2011 to 2013
Johnson & Johnson consumer goods sales continue to slide in 2013 due to boycotts, recalls and more carcinogens in baby care products.




Johnson & Johnson Again Vows to Remove a Few Baby Carcinogens
Vowing isn't the same as doing - get the carcinogens out of our baby products.




List of Reasons Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky Should Immediately Resign
Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky isn't part of the solution to the problems facing JNJ, he's the cause of the worst of them.




Will YOU Use Johnson & Johnson Sedation Device?
With a history of bad devices, such as metal-on-metal hips and transvaginal mesh, and a history of withholding safety data from the FDA, a corrupt medical devices department at the FDA and defective insulin pumps, would you use or recommned JNJ's new Sedation Device, a pump-based anesthesia device?




How Johnson & Johnson Profits From Harmful Products, Bad Drugs and Faulty Devices 
Faulty products and illegal marketing causing lifelong medical issues and disabilities are a cash cow for Johnson & Johnson.




Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky's Career Long Cloud of Corruption
Bribery, hiding risks, withholding safety date from the FDA, false and misleading marketing in violation of FDA regulations, and so much more corruption - with one man always involved: Alex Gorsky.




Johnson & Johnson's Recent Payoff's, I Mean Settlements, Risperdal and Levaquin
Johnson & Johnson settles a few Risperdal and Levaquin lawsuits, but doesn't disclose the payoff amount.




JNJ Stock: Big Boys Bailing, Not Buying
Insider trading shows all selling and no buying and Berkshire dumped  almost a third of JNJ stock. Gee, wonder why?




Rising Health Care Costs Fueling 50% of Foreclosures and Economic Crisis
I wonder when the banks will realize that the pharmaceutical industry got their money and they got the foreclosure debt.




Skyrocketing Healthcare Costs are Driving 60% of Bankruptcies
I wonder when the banks will realize that the pharmaceutical industry got their money and they got the bankruptcy debt.




Johnson & Johnson Synthes: Corruption, Lawsuits and FDA Violations
Synthes fits right in with the rest of the corrupt companies of J&J =)




Johnson & Johnson Janssen Levaquin Victim Sister Speaks Out
Our entire family is furious that Johnson & Johnson is misbranding many of their drugs and hiding safety data.




Johnson & Johnson Janssen Levaquin Victim Permanently Disabled John Fratti
Letter submitted to Johnson And Toxin by John Fratti, one of the more than 20,000 adverse events related to Johnson & Johnson Janssen Levaquin.




ObamaCare - Hah! More Like ObamaScam
ObamaCare is probably not about socialized medicine or affordable healthcare for all - it's probably about maintaining high profits for the health care industry.




JNJ to Remove Harmful Chems from Baby Care by 2013 and Adult Care by 2015
What are consumers to use until harmful chems are removed?




The Extremely Expensive Problems Facing Johnson & Johnson
If you think Alex Gorsky is the solution to the problems facing JNJ, you haven't kept up with the JNJ drama over the years. Stop in and get a clue...




Johnson & Johnson Pacifies Shareholders with Pathetic $23 Million
Shareholders filed a lawsuit against JNJ in December of 2010. Three years later, Johnson & Johnson pacified shareholders with a pathetic $23 million settlement without having to admit to wrongdoing.




Xarelto by Johnson & Johnson is Likely Another OverHyped Dud
Here we go again - another supposed blockbuster drug with issues but will get pushed through FDA anyway.




Ingredients to avoid: Methylisothiazolinone and Methylchloroisothiazolinone
Two more ingredients to keep an eye on. Emerging data suggests this one may be a dermal irritant, associated with eczema and a possible neurotoxin.




Johnson & Johnson Delaying $2.2 Billion DOJ Settlement to Reduce Risk of Liability to States and Victims
Johnson & Johnson wants to settle to avoid court and not have to admit to doing anything wrong. However, the lifelong health problems facing their victims should be paid for by Johnson & Johnson, not taxpayers.




Johnson & Johnson Retired CEO Weldon Gets $143.5 M for Retirement, $1 M Salary and Bonuses?
Okayyy, how about the high cost of healthcare? R&D? Yeah, right.




Lawsuits Mounting for Harm by Johnson & Johnson Implanted Mesh Products
J&J started using a mesh product for organ prolapse, such as bladder and uterous. However, the consequences of this option increases risks of harm to other internal organs.




Facts About Johnson and Johnson Bill Weldon CEO Successor Alex Gorsky
Alex Gorsky has his illegal little paws in a whole lot of J&J issues, from Omnicare kickbacks, Medicaid fraud, defective hips and the latest addition, the Mesh Mess.




Johnson & Johnson Risperdal: Broken Laws and Side Effects
Lies, bribes, kickbacks, truthtwisting, omissions and more regarding Risperdal. Just another day at J&J.




Johnson and Johnson DePuy Global Recall of 93,000 Defective All-Metal Hips
The DePuy subsidiary of Johnson & Johnson faces dealing with the recall of 93,000 metal on metal hips for high failure rate and metal poisoning for the recipients. The worst part is that they knew there was a problem and kept selling the hips anyway.




Johnson & Johnson Credo Analysis
The Johnson & Johnson Credo sounds good, but is nothing more than a fairy tale since it certainly is not used as a guide for ethical business decisions.




Women Request US Attorney General Investigate Johnson & Johnson CEO Alex Gorsky
A judge agreed that records regarding Johnson & Johnson vaginal mesh were lost and destroyed since as far back as 2007. Alex Gorsky was head of medical devices and may be covering up corruption that radiates through the entire company as well as the US Food and Drug Administration.




Johnson & Johnson: The Global Lawsuit Company
Global lawsuits range from defective hips, pelvic mesh, shareholders to price-fixing, and more. JNJ has legal woes all over the planet.




Johnson & Johnson Paying Outrageous Salaries Amid Massive Layoffs, Plant Closings and Facility Deterioration
Irresponsibility at J&J allows facilities to deteriorate - putting consumers at risk of harm, plants shut down by FDA for violations resulting in massive layoffs - but continued outrageous salaries such as $30 million for 2011 and $145 million retirement fund for CEO Bill Weldon - financially draining US healthcare.




The High Cost to EVERY American of Corruption at Johnson & Johnson
J&J has only *one* source of income: your wallet. The DOJ has only *one* source of income: your wallet. So, our wallets buy the products, pay insurance companies, pay to prosecute J&J, pay to defend J&J and then pay the fines. Everybody say: NO MORE! (tears)




Johnson & Johnson UN-health Care
If people were healthy, Johnson & Johnson would go broke. Carcinogens in consumer goods, medical devices with known long-term health consequences, in addition to drugs with side effects that require more drugs, help ensure that J&J remains profitable.




Johnson and Johnson Appears to Have More Lawsuits than Drugs in Their Pipeline
The number of lawsuits against Johnson & Johnson continues to grow. Everything from faulty hips to baby carcinogens to vaginal mesh - the list of lawsuits may finally outweigh profits.




Johnson & Johnson Acquires Synthes ... and This Incredible List of US FDA Violations!
Johnson & Johnson spent $21.3 Billion to buy Sythes - with Synthes already having this very long list of FDA violations in U.S. West Chester, PA, United States facility.




What Contains Formaldehyde at 200 Times OSHA Safe Exposure Limit? Johnson & Johnson Baby Shampoo.
Just how risky is it to use a baby shampoo that contains 200 times the OSHA safe exposure limit of formaldehyde on your child? Read this to find out.




Response to Bill Weldon About Bad Asbury Park Press
Bill Weldon This is my interpretation and response to the letter sent by William Weldon, the $29 million CEO of Johnson and Johnson to the Asbury Park Press regarding their series on the dirty reality of Johnson and Johnson.





Is Johnson and Johnson Really Giving or Just Marketing?
Building trust to sell harmful products and then recall defective risky products due to lack of quality control, withholding data from FDA, doctors and patients. We're supposed to trust JNJ? Ha!




Johnson & Johnson's William Weldon's $143.5 MILLION Retirement Package
Okayyy, how about the high cost of healthcare? R&D? Yeah, right.




Johnson & Johnson Synthes U.S. FDA Violation List!
Johnson & Johnson spent $21.3 Billion to buy Sythes - with Synthes already having a long list of FDA violations in U.S. West Chester, PA facility.




Johnson and Toxin, Er, Johnson & Johnson. Hm, Think I Had it Right the First Time
Carcinogenic contaminants, carcinogens, allergens, potential neurological damage, bribery, class action lawsuits and recalls. Maybe it's time to stop giving Johnson and Johnson our money to pay their fines?
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